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 Introduction

 On the Virtues of Seeing- At Least,
 But Never Only - Double

 Nahum Dimitri Chandler

 University of California-Irvine

 I. The Place Within Quotation Marks

 In the title for this special issue, Toward a New Parallax: Or, Japan- in Another

 Traversal of the Trans-Pacific , the name "Japan" could be placed inside quota-

 tion marks. For, in a word, the essays in this volume purport to question

 the sense of Japan that would already have been known. Ihey may also be
 understood to do so in a distinct manner.

 As an epistemic matter- although its possibility might in the past have

 seemed obscure for some, such is no longer the case- this issue has itsfirst

 incipit in the occurrence of a question from the work of W. E. B. Du Bois about

 the place of Japan in modern history. Across more than half a century- from

 the late 1890s through the late 1950s, in essence the whole of the perduring

 itinerary from the inception of Du Bois s intellectual maturity- references to

 Japan comprise a persistent and densely interwoven strand in his thought.

 Ihe question in its most distilled form can be stated quite simply, even if in

 a somewhat fulsome manner. In the wake of the centuries-long eventuality of

 CR: The New Centennial Review, Vol. 12, No. 1, 2012, pp. 1-40, ISSN 1532-687x.

 © Michigan State University Board of Trustees. All rights reserved.
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 2 • Introduction

 European imperial and colonial subsumption of much of the globe from the

 fifteenth century to the early years of the twentieth, what role might Japan

 play in the ongoing possibility ( from one turn of the century to another)

 of a reorganization of local and indigenous forms of social practice on a

 world-wide scale, on the one hand, and global level systems of economy,

 governance, and moral conception, on the other, beyond what had been be-

 queathed to the planet under the different concatenations of Western-based

 hegemonies across the past half-millennium?

 And too, the matter of the example of Japan was itself part of a larger

 scene of reference within Du Bois's discourse, perhaps its most deeply

 sedimented and fundamental, that is, a questioning about the possibility of

 another world- a new and transformed world horizon of value, of collective

 forms of ideal, of democratic practice in the conception and realization of

 such ideals- that would itself be the rendering obsolete (despite their tan-

 gible remains even within centuries of transformation in the future) of all

 contemporary existing forms of proscriptive limit.

 This special issue has its second incipit in my sense of a gap between the

 ways Japan is understood within dominant discourses in our contemporary

 moment with regard to questions of social and historical forms of difference

 among human groups and the possible epistemic interest of a whole other

 understanding.

 On the one hand, in terms of a predominant horizon, I gesture in a general

 sense toward the thought of Japan as itself homogeneous and configured- in

 any form of relation- according to the ideologically titular and epistemically

 determinant idea of the possibility of a pure term. And this is regardless of

 whether such a term is configured as itself in relation to others, as an other

 social entity of some kind (sometimes supposed as more powerful or histori-

 cally advanced and sometimes thought of as less powerful and historically

 backward, inferior), in a multiply refracting and interwoven ensemblic sphere

 of senses and practices of self-reflexive differentiations within a putatively

 ultimate (planetary or global) frame of reference.

 On the other hand, I propose a gesture toward a thought of Japan as

 configured out of multiple forms of genesis, always both diverse and re-

 inaugurating, in the instance of an originary irruption. And, hence, what goes
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 Nahum Dimitri Chandler • 3

 under that name is, paradoxically perhaps, a potentially powerful example of

 a whole other sense of historial possibility (originary, creative, technological

 [in the generic sense of problem solving]), now not in the operation or manu-

 facture of the thing, but rather in the recognition of the generative capacity

 that might arise by way of an affirmation of difference in human relation at

 all levels of social and historical generality.

 It may thus be said that it was the irruption of this possibility anew in

 the Meiji era- within and despite all of its limits- that has fueled Japans

 modern transformations. Likewise, it may be said that it was this possibility

 that within and from the West ignited, on the one side, the spirit of hope

 and belief in a Japan of the future among many African Americans at the

 turn of the twentieth century, above all one W. E. B. Du Bois, and on the

 other, a sense of fear, threat, and peril- a possible challenge to existing forms

 of global-level hierarchy and dominance (if not always hegemony)- among

 many other Americans and among Europeans.1

 Too, now even more profoundly, it can be remarked that it is this pos-

 sibility that remains- across time, tragedy, and all manner of disavow-

 als-most poignantly at stake today in our own moment in and for a future

 Japan. This latter profundity, it seems to me, is what is most directly and

 emphatically- often with precise lucidity- rendered into refracting relief by

 the essays gathered in this special issue. This is to say that Japan has always

 been heterogeneous, always will be, and must soon- as some new form of a

 whole- find new ways to affirm it, if as an historial formation it is to realize

 its most deep-rooted and most far-reaching capacities to contribute to a

 sustainable, generative, and re-generative future for human groups in world-

 wide relation across the planet earth.
 If one wishes to call this a matter of the affirmation of a future "colored"

 Japan, then so be it. For, indeed, such a heading and such a calling was what

 Du Bois had proposed, across many decades, beginning well over a century

 ago. And too, it is what is at stake, even if it remains undeclared in this reg-

 ister throughout each of the essays included in this volume. For the critical

 analyses of the past and present limits of "Japan' that these essays chart

 each stem from the fundamental sense of the ways in which the dynamic

 heterogeneity of "peoples of color," shall we say- whether one remarks on
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 4# Introduction

 the always dynamic diversity across the archipelago for some two millennia

 or on the movement of diverse configurations of groups both "in" and "out"

 of the islands (both to and from all parts of the world, not only Asia and not

 only in relation to the Pacific region)- have been and remain decisive in the

 possibility of Japan as we see and understand it today. Ihe suggestion is that

 such groups (both within and outside of the country's presumptive borders;

 as both citizen and colonial subject; as both home resident and immigrant)
 have borne much of the heaviest forms of the historical and social burden

 for Japans modern transformation and in this way have played an historically

 leading role in making that transformation possible.2 It is this sense of Japan

 and its possibility that each of the essays in this volume have found a way to

 recognize and remark on- each in its distinctive manner.

 II. Another Archive, Another Future

 It was the general form of Du Bois s question- about another possible future

 world- that led me (initially by way of the support of a Fulbright Fellowship

 that enabled a visiting lectureship at Tohoku University in Sendai, Japan)

 to organize two conferences under the heading "W. E. B. Du Bois and the

 Question of Another World," I and II, respectively, held in Japan at Sendai in

 2006 and at Tokyo in 2007.3 Thus, as a concrete entity, this special issue is one

 of several eventualities that have taken shape, in turn, in the wake of these
 two international conferences.4

 Yet, there is a felicitous concatenation of Du Bois s thought and new dis-

 positions on Japan. For, in Du Bois s discourse- of which a question of the

 status of the "double" reference, or the nonsimple, in the production of social

 or historical sense, that is, of the impossible possible lived sense of a kind of

 "double-consciousness" and its related historic incipit within the formation of

 an aspect of "the problem of the color line" in a world historical context- a

 critical sense is placed in combination with his perennial concern with the fu-

 ture of Japan. That is on the one hand. And the scene of an ongoing rethinking

 of contemporary Japan among several generations of scholars working either

 within the country or on matters Japanese- most precisely on the question of

 social and historical difference pertaining thereto, in which various forms of
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 Nahum Dimitri Chandler • 5

 reference to matters African American are hardly ever far from thought- on

 the other, opens new space therein for modes of critical reflection. It should

 thus not surprise one that a domain of distinct epistemic problematization -

 not entirely new at all, as I will shortly remark below, but of new connections

 and implication- began to take on renewed theoretical relief.

 Yet, before trying to give this incipient epistemic horizon some additional

 theoretical marking, it is necessary to recognize that the question as I have

 begun to frame it here, while perhaps still a thought-challenge for certain

 forms of the study of Japan (and perhaps of Asian studies in general), and

 even for certain American studies (on both sides of the Pacific, even for Asian

 American studies) of the past two decades, should not be understood as so

 entirely new. This is to say there is another archive. As a persisting scene of

 discussion of certain matters situated under the heading "African American"

 or the question of a certain "Black studies," both in and in-relation-to mat-

 ters pertaining to Japan or situated under the heading of "Japanese studies,"

 there has long been a concern to think forms of difference among historically

 defined social groups in a way somewhat otherwise than the conceptions of

 America or Japan that have been dominant within the respective discussions

 of these two horizons and in each respective relatively local context. America

 examined by way of the refractory question of matters African American

 through the practice of scholars situated in or in fundamental relation to

 Japan has its own peculiar and richly illuminating hue. Also, placed with

 reference to such dynamic mixture of shadow and light, otherwise indistinct

 forms and shapes of question are configured as the scene of a question: not

 only what is Japan today, for all that we know now, but whence the future of

 Japan, of what possibility?

 Perhaps a few annotations with regard to such discussion as exemplified

 by the matter of the work of Du Bois- both his own locutions and engage-

 ments with his discourse by others, referencing in particular the discussion

 about and in Japan- can suggest in relatively succinct form that a certain ex-

 tension of our sense of what is at stake, at once archival and theoretical, can

 and must be given additional references. If one brings this discussion into

 view with a certain kind of attention, matters of "blackness" (or color in some

 general metaphoric sense as Du Bois proposed it) and matters "Japanese"
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 6 • Introduction

 have long been implicated in one another. Ihis is also to note that in the

 consideration of Du Bois and Asia, the question of Japan was and remains

 of fundamental reference (notwithstanding or excluding from theoretical

 sense several other indices, which too would be unfimgible in thinking of

 the historicity at stake here).

 Hence, even as it can yet be done in only an incomplete manner- tele-

 scoping our purview by way of a highlighted reference to the engagement

 with the work and figure of Du Bois- one may note the long-standing inter-

 est of Japanese scholars and thinkers in matters pertaining to African Ameri-

 cans, dating to the early 1920s in particular, with a renewal and deepening

 of attention during the era of the Second World War. I note that from this

 latter period onward, an engagement with Du Bois has been of signal and

 sustained import in this discourse- even if at times the obvious signs of such

 engagement could appear as intermittent- including the 1944 translation

 of The Negro from 1915 and the 1965 translation of The Souls of Black Folk

 from 1903 (which underwent some updating and refinement in 1992, and

 then has since been reprinted twice, in 2000, and 2006) (Du Bois 1944 [1915];

 1965 [1903]; 1992 [1903]). As a turning point reference from the view of our

 own historical moment, the work of Sozo Honda, Kaname Saruya, Kenichi

 Kikuchi, Hideyuki Otsuka, and Hiromi Furukawa, respectively, then might

 be especially noted with regard to the generation of scholars who began to

 emerge in African American studies in Japan early in the two decades after

 the Pacific War (Honda 1964; 1991; Saruya 1964; Kikuchi 1965; Otsuka 1967;

 Furukawa 1975; Furukawa and Furukawa 2004). Too, one must single out

 the indefatigable work carried out by Shinjiro Kobayashi (who, along with

 Furukawa, was an early or founding member of the Japan Black Studies As-

 sociation [Kokujin Kenkyu no Kai] in 1954) in the fine production of a transla-

 tion into Japanese of the classic anthology of contemporary perspectives on

 Du Bois compiled by the editors of Freedomways in the years immediately

 following his death in Ghana (Clarke et al. 1988).

 Ihen, for much of the past three decades, Reginald Kearney (long based

 in Japan) has remarked in various ways on the matter of Du Bois s relation

 to the country (Kearney 1998; 1995a; 1995b; 1994; 1992; 1978). As well, across

 the latter part of this same period, Masako (Sasamoto) Nakamura and Yuko
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 Nahum Dimitri Chandler • 7

 Takemoto have each engaged the work of Du Bois, some of it on Japan (Na-

 kamura 1989; 2005a; 2005b; Takemoto 1992; 1994a; 1994b; 1997a; 1997b; 1999a;

 1999b; 2000; 2006; 2007). And indeed, Nakamuras consideration of Du Bois

 is at the base of her general approach in the sociology and philosophy of

 education, and hence interwoven throughout that work, in which the African

 American example is the focus, and stretches back into the first steps of her

 itinerary in the 1980s (Sasamoto [pseudonym for Nakamura] 1980; Nakamura

 1988a; 1988b; 1991; 1992; 1993; 1995; 2005c; 2009).5

 Yet, too, the intrepid work of John Russell (based mainly in Japan over the

 past three decades) on the whole question of blackness in Japan has been

 singular during the past generation and a half in the depth and profundity

 of his meditation on the respective constructions of the figures of Japan and

 African American (Russell 1989; 1991b; 1991a; 1992b; 1992a; 1995; 1998a; 1998b;

 2007; 2009; forthcoming; n.d.).

 Likewise, there is a general and increasingly forward-looking engagement

 with the thought of Du Bois in Asia- as well as matters African American-

 by scholars throughout the region. This especially includes Japan (Oda 1970;

 Yokoyama 1981; Iesaka 1985; Fujinaga 1999; Suzuki 2001; Kaneko 2003; Ogido

 2003; Chiba 2003; Satouchi 2004; Takenaka 2007). Yet, Korea and China are

 also announced here (Hwang 1992; Zhang 2001). (Also of course, Taiwan, and

 the Philippines, not to mention that long-standing discussions, each quite

 distinct, in and about India and Russia, respectively, and so forth, should

 also eventually be noted.) And within Japan, this persisting interest includes

 emerging scholars such as Rieko Tomisawa, who apprehend the thought of

 Du Bois, not only as an African American reference, but also as a theoretical

 resource in interpreting modern Japan and cultural practices around the

 globe, including America (Tomisawa 2009).

 In a more general sense, Koji Takenaka has prepared a monumental bibli-

 ography of work by Japanese scholars in African American studies, especially

 history. According to Takenaka, in a commentary on this bibliographic topos

 (originally presented as the opening keynote address, "African-American

 Studies in Japan: A Critical Review, 1997-2007," for the second international

 conference, W. E. B. Du Bois and the Question of Another World, II, which

 was held in Tokyo at the Shinagawa satellite campus of Tama University,
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 8 • Introduction

 under the auspices of the university s then newly founded School of Global

 Studies, June 6-8, 2007), this set of references, which includes over twelve

 hundred entries covering the period from the Second World War to the

 present, indicates that African American studies may well be considered one

 of the largest fields of discussion in the scholarship of Japan on American

 history.6 Along with the activities of the Japan Black Studies Association,

 now in its 57th year, and its journal, Kokujin Kenkyd, this scholarship may be

 understood to offer a resonance for that sounding of horizon- as simultane-

 ously epistemic and historical- that Du Bois once proposed when he began

 to address the historial profile of Japan in the modern world- by way of his

 own problematic, let us say, as one of the possibilities of "color" or "black-

 ness" - more than a century ago.

 In addition, the timing and historical importance of the respective first

 translations of Du Bois s The Souls of Black Folk into Chinese (following his

 visit to China, and state-level welcome by Mao Tse Tung and Chou En Lai,

 in early 1959) and Japanese (following his death in Ghana in 1963 and the

 posthumous accolades from around the world and amidst the rising mo-

 ments-especially the cataclysmic emergence of Martin Luther King Jr. - of

 the Civil Rights movement) should be noted (Du Bois 1959 [1903]; 1965 [1903]).

 As well, occurring both before and after these respective translations of The

 Souls of Black Folk, and apart from other forms of reception and lower-profile

 presentations of his work in both Japan and China (which must properly

 be addressed elsewhere), the translation into Chinese of two other texts by

 Du Bois should be noted: In the Battle for Peace: The Story of My 83rd Birthday

 (which is in fact the story of his trial and acquittal on the charge of treason

 at the inception of the McCarthy era and following his opposition to the pro-

 posal that the United States should use an atomic bomb in the Korean war),

 which was issued in Chinese in 1953 within the year following its original

 publication in English in 1952; and his study John Brown (an account of the

 "costs of the repression' that was American slavery, part of which was that

 it led to the necessary violence of the Civil War to overthrow it, and which

 concludes with a warning and prediction of the rise of the "colored folks

 of the world," including China, Japan, and India, for example), published in

 Chinese in 1976 amidst the deaths of Chou En Lai in January (with whom
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 Nahum Dimitri Chandler • 9

 Du Bois had a notable rapport) and Mao Tse Tung in September (the latter
 a moment that thus marked the definitive denouement of the fateful era of

 the Cultural Revolution) (Du Bois 1953 [1952]; 1976 [1909]).

 Thus the recent attention to the variegated themes of the status or rela-

 tion of matters African American in the context of the Pacific region or Asia

 as a kind of whole, including matters of Japan in particular, and including at

 times a focus on Du Bois s engagement with this topos, should be understood

 as neither novel nor yet fundamental in its understanding. What is most

 new is the scale or amplitude of its proclamation, especially in the American

 intellectual scene. In this sense it is salutary. Indeed, some indication of the

 lasting value of this discourse may already be afoot: a simultaneous extension

 of the putative objects of our inquiry (often not a stable entity as such, but

 forms of relation that reconfigure the very terms ostensibly in relation); and

 an enrichment of the forms of historiographical reference (which by their

 critical or necessarily polemical apposition with regard to various dominant

 forms of discourse and practice maintain an activist premise toward trans-

 formation, such that their productions are recollections that are as much

 oriented toward a possible future as they are toward the recovery of obscure

 or nonobvious senses of a past).7

 III. A New Parallax, Another Double

 This special issue, Toward a New Parallax ' then, is one mark of this ongo-

 ing, yet still incipient, problematization. Herein, the question that we have

 remarked by way of a reference to Du Bois takes on another efflorescence

 with its particular luminosity, somewhat new and perhaps a bit startling

 for some, arising by way of its capacity to allow us to move from within its

 own scene (one focused on matters African American, African Diasporic, and

 African, including so-called blackness or matters of color) into the terms of

 an ensemble of apparently wholly other forms of practical-theoretical prob-

 lematization in which a distinct reciprocity of reflection begins to suggest

 new ways of seeing, according to horizons of question that are still a bit

 beyond the orb of most contemporary forms of reflection. Such reproblema-

 tization is remarked herein under the heading of certain questions arising
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 10 • Introduction

 in the Meiji era, but becoming perennial especially in the wake of the great

 wars of the mid-century, the Pacific War and the Second World War. There

 is, of course, that fundamental and telling question- raised here in the work

 of Sonia Ryang- of the status of being cfb oth Korea and Japan in Japan {and

 elsewhere, including both, or either, of the Koreas), the character of which

 remains exorbitant to all of the theoretical dispositions we have so far devel-

 oped to account for the historicity of the fixture that it has already proposed.

 Then, there is the historic and ongoing implication of the proclaimed sub-

 sumption of the Ryükyü islands (which Okinawa names for us today) and the

 transformative challenges to such claim in relation to the state-form (on both

 sides of the Pacific)- the latter of which is nothing less than the proposition

 that the sense of being (¿/"Okinawa today goes beyond the national horizon

 in the articulation of another sense of justice than hitherto acknowledged in

 its historicity, and thus resonates on a somewhat new and not yet stabilized

 global horizon- as exemplified in the still emergent projections of a resilient

 activism of which the practice of Kõya Nomura and Annmaria Shimabuku,

 respectively, are each distinctly original examples.

 Also, moving within each of those forms of question, but then entailing

 its own complex epistemic status, as we see searchingly set afoot anew in

 the intervention proposed by Jane Yamashiro, is the problematic of how one

 might think the sense of being "Japanese" according to multiple global frames

 of reference. There is here, then, perhaps, moving on its lower frequencies,

 the impossible question of the always already multiple origins of the figure

 of the one. Finally, too, there is the deceptively simple appearance of the

 question- as put so tellingly in the leading and keynote locution of this issue

 in the work of John G. Russell- of the relation of contemporary "blackness"

 (whatever such might be) to the whole (whatever might be such) of matters

 "Japanese" today, for example. And, this latter question, it can be said, just as

 it threads through each of the other essays in this volume, is a question that

 challenges one to think anew about how to think the historicity of the future,

 not only of Japan, but also of a trans-Pacific horizon, if not even beyond such.

 Yet, even more, we now have at hand a key addition to this possible discus-

 sion from another register of the archive. Or, better, we can now add to our

 understanding a key aspect of the archive which up to now had remained
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 Nahum Dimitri Chandler • 11

 relatively unknown or almost inaccessible for most scholars who would find

 it of interest. In a word, following upon his first visit to the region in late 1936,

 Du Bois wrote several texts that articulated at that historical conjuncture his

 sense of the world-historical situation and possibilities for Asia- construed at

 that time primarily with reference to Japan and China. They remained unpub-

 lished in his lifetime and, if known at all today, still remain obscure in essence

 (even among most scholars of his work or itinerary; with one exception [Ke-

 arney 1995b]). Thus, in this issue we also present three previously unpublished

 texts by Du Bois, each written during the first six months of 1937, following his

 late 1936 visit to China and Japan: an essay under the title "The Meaning of

 Japan" and two chapters, on each of these countries respectively and in rela-

 tion to each other, from a novella-length manuscript titled "A World Search

 for Democracy." It is my hope that these newly published texts by Du Bois

 can direct contemporary scholarship toward tractable paths into the deep

 conception of historicity and resourceful theoretical grounds- most precisely

 (but not only) a more robust and supple understanding of his thought of a

 "problem of the color line"- that comprised his sense of the world-historical

 problematic at stake in these countries and this region. I hope that the discus-

 sions that may subsequently attend to them will help to reopen the discussion

 of Du Bois on Japan and China (and Asia more generally).

 In my commentary, offered adjacent to these texts below, I outline the

 itinerary of Du Bois s thought about Japan (and to some extent China) from

 some of his earliest articulations in the mid-i890s through to the late 1950s,

 briefly posing on the way some initial formulations of the complications that

 attend to any thought that seeks a stable orientation within this domain.

 Although that commentary is focused on the internal character of Du Bois s

 own discourse, it may be appropriate here to indicate something of what

 may be at stake for us in our own engagement with Du Bois s texts, such as

 those presented in this issue.

 Whereas several scholars have already enjoined a debate about Du Bois s

 understanding of modern Japan, much of this debate has so far taken the

 rather obvious form of a censure of Du Bois s failure to denounce categori-

 cally Japan s deeply destructive, material and moral, imperial and colonial

 aggression and violence across the half century up to the onset of the Second
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 12 • Introduction

 World War- in particular, its aggression on the Korean peninsula and against

 China, the latter especially within the region then known as Manchuria (now

 principally the Heilongjiang province in Northeast China) and across the

 whole series of fronts of the Second Sino-Japanese War, which became en-

 folded into the Second World War, from 1937 to 1945.8

 Although it is certain that with reference to our own historical moment

 we can, and by rights must, form a judgment- articulate some sense of per-

 spective-of the terms of Du Bois s positions across the first five decades of

 the twentieth century with regard to Japan, and his sense of China during

 this same period and beyond, along with their implication, the precision

 and purchase of such a decision in thought will be enhanced rather than

 lessened by an ongoing simultaneous inhabitation of those terms as they

 were promulgated by him. This labor of engagement, a certain wrestling

 with the conundrums set afoot therein, it seems to me, remains primarily

 yet to be undertaken. Paradoxically, perhaps for some, it is my considered

 judgment- holding no brief on behalf of Japan, as such, in this human-made

 historical tragedy, nor sustaining any apologia for Du Bois- that understood

 from within the commitments of Du Bois s own discourse, the contemporary

 scholarly debate has so far been somewhat less than fundamental. Therein

 too, our discussion of Du Bois s perspective on communist China is not yet

 profound (and in a related, yet contrasting, manner, so it is too with his sense

 of Russia across the two decades straddling the Second World War).

 The issue may be otherwise than a matter of affirmation or approbation.

 Perhaps at a level more radical than a decision of right, in the devolution

 of morals one comes upon a form of responsibility to the incalculable and

 the inhuman. From such a position, the status quo of moral value, of the

 left or right (of a conservatism or reaction, on the one hand and a certain

 progressivism on the other), cannot be understood as without its ineluctable

 costs- always beyond any calculation. That is to say, we cannot rely upon

 the existing horizon in which the terms of a judgment are already given, in

 essence as a finality, for in the latter practice there is in all truth no adjudg-

 ing, only the application of a rule or norm. Yet, there is no free zone, no quiet

 space, no uncontaminated domain, from which such actual historical judg-

 ment can issue. The grounds of our own determinations must remain at issue
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 Nahum Dimitri Chandler • 13

 for us if our judgment (about both the past and the future) is to remain open

 to its most generous possibilities. In order to remain open to the incalculable

 as possibility, we must also acknowledge that we are without sovereignty in

 our judgment of its costs. We too, not only the other, are always at risk of

 being party to the greatest harm, of being susceptible to the promulgation
 of absolute ruin.

 My thought is that Du Bois s complex and irretrievable position, as such,

 may offer paradoxical resource as we seek to inhabit this already disaster-

 prone twenty-first century- both man-made and natural. For it is thus also

 my hope that the formulations that I have adumbrated above will suggest

 how Du Bois s practice, as shown, for example, in the essays published here,

 recognizes a diacritical mark of some implication for almost every major

 thetic principle by which we (leaving the reference of this "we" undelimited)

 adjudge our situation as within modern history.9 Ihat diacritical recognition

 is precisely that a critical thought of the "problem of the color line' " disposes

 of all sovereign judgments of historical unfolding. That Japan was an avatar

 of such a thought, for a time, and perhaps still, for Du Bois, should not lead

 us to affirm or deny him. For such would not resolve our own dilemma:

 for traditions of theory (of whatever reference, and certainly as we know it

 today, including practical theory, or a certain activism) too, always propose,

 seek, or suffer the risk of the sovereign claim. Rather, Du Boiss affirmation

 of Japan during the late 1930s and his refusal to assume the standpoint of

 the dominant positions in America and Europe of condemning Japan does

 challenge us- to the quick and to the core- to understand him, not simply

 according to our past discussions of his discourse and practice, but anew.

 Only then might we both mark what we share with him and yet also embark

 on a path that might lead us otherwise and beyond the terms of the past that
 we share with him.10

 IV. The Double and the Parallax

 Let me now restage the archival recollections and the thetic formulations of

 an ongoing and still incipient problematization that I have offered so far by

 way of a direct challenge to contemporary theoretical discourse- and such
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 is always practical-theoretical in its claim- within the various horizons of

 discussion invoked throughout this introduction and this issue as a whole.

 For each of the essays in this special issue can be understood to oper-

 ate according to an inner theoretical sense in which no aspect of its possible

 reference- from which it moves or toward which it moves- is simple. Stated

 otherwise, its theoretical sense of sight, for example, is always at least- and

 never only- double. Or, to put it in other terms still, I propose that each essay

 be understood to take implicit resource in the historically announced plenum

 for theoretical reflection that Du Bois formulated under the heading of a kind

 of existential sense of "double consciousness," specifically in its affirmative

 yield- a kind of "second sight" within and yet beyond the historicity in which

 it is produced. And, further still, such modes of reflexive and reflective practi-

 cal-theoretical inhabitation arise as critical engagements of that dimension of

 modern historicity that can be metaphorically nominalized under the head-

 ing given by Du Bois as world-historical problem- a global-level "problem

 of the color line"- if we understand the sense of problem in his thought to

 refer to the promulgation of categorical forms of proscription, no matter the

 guise or terms under which such is carried out (the religious, the economic,

 the so-called racial, the terms of sex, sexual difference, gender, nationality,

 or citizenship, and so on). And too, we can accede to this thought if we also

 recognize that the term "color" bespeaks not only problem but also possibil-

 ity-the prospect of new forms and ways for groups of humans to attain or

 create full realization of historical capacity, or even to open paths toward the

 possibility of a horizon of unlimited generation and generosity. And, on both

 levels- of "problem" and "color"- let us here, for the sake of our own histori-

 cal topos, call it the question of the general necessity and possibility of the

 immigrant (whether forced or unforced, coerced or un-coerced). Ihis, to me,

 is the heart of what is at stake in the collection of essays offered here.

 To accede to this thought requires the inhabitation of certain "pro-

 nounced parallaxes"- never only one. Or, at least this is a register by which

 one might translate Du Bois s thought of the critical possibilities of "double

 consciousness," or more properly its yield, "second sight," into vocatives that

 contemporary critical discourse might find more resonant to its theoretical
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 ear than has been the case up to now- not only in the Americas, north and

 south, and the Caribbean, or in Europe, but in Asia, and- on the terms of

 this special issue- in Japan.

 We might usefully proceed toward such a proposed interlocution by way

 of an annotation of the recent accession to a thought of the parallax in cer-

 tain contemporary critical discourse in and about modern historicity- such

 as we find it in the deep and inspiring commitment of the relatively recent

 work of Kõjin Karatani placed under the heading of a "trans-critique" (and

 too in the various avatars or interlocutions with his formulation of problem).

 Karatani remarks in his prefatory that his projection is of and from Japan but

 not yet so directly about Japan, for it follows Karl Marx in the nineteenth-

 century thinkers "project that elucidates the nature and limit of capitals

 drive [Trieb]" (Karatani 2003, viii). Yet, as a specific production of Karatanis

 own discourse, his elaboration of the project of a "trans-critique" attains its

 theoretical opening for the chance of a renewed thought of transformation

 within and perhaps beyond capitalism by way of a reference to the "paral-

 laxes" of reason adduced in the precriticai discourse of Immanuel Kant (but

 a precriticai reflection that, in the epistemic sense, was already working over

 the terrain through which the path to critical thought would later become

 tractable) (Karatani 2003, viii, 3-4, 30-53).11

 Yet, I propose that Karatanis initiative might find itself rendered more

 generative still byway of an engagement with the formulation of the problem

 at stake in Du Boiss discourse and itinerary of practice. Indeed, such re-

 source in interlocution may also enable us to allow Du Bois s thought to take

 us toward its own limit and pose a question that would yet remain beyond

 such limit as practice.

 If this is so- why and how?

 In a word, neither proposing nor affirming an accession to a pure term

 beyond the movement of double reference, a radicalization of Du Boiss

 thought and practice, in part by way of his own example, would affirm the

 maintenance of such double (or redoubled) movement- a movement of

 the double- as the very root (if there is such) of critical sense, reflex, judg-

 ment, and practical-theoretical intervention. It would be otherwise than
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 the traditional sense of ambivalence; it would be ambivalence with an edge,

 ambivalence always charged on the bias, of a responsibility for a possible

 intervention within historicity.

 The thought of parallax from which Karatani takes resource is offered

 in the fourth chapter of Kants 1766 text, Dreams of a Spirit Seer Elucidated

 by Dreams of Metaphysics. The formulations of the status of a parallax in a

 practice of reason that would be otherwise than naive are produced as the

 opening and frame of the concluding chapter of the book as a whole and

 thus remarks on the very opening for thought to which Kant had acceded in

 the course of that work:

 Scales intended by civil law to be a standard measure in trade, may be shown

 to be inaccurate if the wares and the weights are made to change pans. Ihe

 bias [Parteilichkeit] of the scales of understanding is revealed by exactly the

 same strategem [Kunstgriff], and in philosophical judgements, too, it would

 not be possible unless one adopted this strategem, to arrive at a unanimous

 result [einstimmiges Fazit] by comparing the different weighings

 I used to regard the human understanding in general merely from the point of

 view of my own understanding. Now I put myself in the position of someone

 elses reason which is independent of myself and external to me [in die Stele

 einer fremden und äusseren Vernunft], and regard my judgments, along with

 their most secret causes, from the point of view of other people. Ihe compari-

 son of the two observations yields, it is true, pronounced parallaxes, but it is

 also the only method for preventing optical deception, and the only means of

 placing the concepts in the true positions which they occupy relatively to the

 cognitive faculty of human nature

 not, after all, wholly impartial. One of the arms which bears the inscription:

 Hope for the fixture. , has a mechanical advantage; and that advantage has the

 effect that even weak reasons, when placed on the appropriate side of the

 scales, cause speculations, which are in themselves of greater weight, to rise

 on the other side. This is the only defect [ Unrichtigkeit ], and it is one which

 I cannot easily eliminate. Indeed, it is a defect which I cannot even wish to

 eliminate. (Kant 1992, 336-37)
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 I leave aside here any attempt to offer the fulsomeness of my engagement

 with Kants discourse and, instead, simply name our recognition of several

 principal nodes of theoretical reference for Kants later architectonic as of-

 fered by way of this passage. First, Kant s formulation of the first step, or

 proto-step (in terms of his own itinerary), of a critical practice as "to put

 myself in the position of someone else s reason" should acquire a highlight

 here in the context of our proposed interlocution. Second, so too should its

 implication, "pronounced parallaxes" (which I will translate in a summary

 manner here as a shift in the appearance of the object by way of shift in the

 reference according to which the subject can address such an objective), a

 proposition to which we might diacritically add the sense of hue or color. And

 third, we annotate- in a manner that we, along with Du Bois, might share

 with Karatani, Marx, and Kant- that despite all caution, a certain bias will

 always have remained an ineluctable dimension of the relation within the

 movement of parallaxes, for all forms of judgment are practical-theoretical:

 they are concerned to determine what must be done , to intervene in the pres-

 ent on behalf of the future.

 Perhaps Kant in the critical works sought the resolution of such "pro-

 nounced parallaxes" in an attempt to give critical guidance in the negotiation

 of the "transcendental illusions" produced as "ideas of pure reason" (ideas

 of- whole or limit, perhaps- which have as such no object for intuition, but

 appear as necessary for thought- such as "I" or "selfT "world" or "cosmos,"

 and "God"; to which I would likely propose we add, for example, "species"

 and "race," but that is properly a matter of another scene of interlocution) as

 remarked in his "Appendix to the Transcendental Dialectic" in the Critique of

 Pure Reason of 1781, and as practiced in both his turning point essay on teleol-

 ogy and the concept of race of 1788 and the exfoliation of the passage within

 the labor of critical thought according to the latter formulation of the prob-

 lematic as the Critique of the Power of Judgment of 1790 (Kant 1998, 590-623,

 A642/B670-A704/B732; 2007; 2000).

 The track of Karatani s engagement with Kants formulation here seems to

 suggest that for this contemporary thinker, the accession to the "unanimous

 result [einstimmiges Fazit]"- as given in the passage quoted above from the
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 eighteenth-century thinker- would not only mark the opening toward the

 transcendental, and make "us face the problem of universalityf but also be-

 queath access to judgments of such (Karatani 2003, 46-49).

 Yet, if Kant s or Karatani s disposition is provided a reasonable recognition

 in the recollection that I have given, it can be offered in contradistinction to

 such a path that, having proposed the critical thought of the transcendental

 and still proceeding by way of its interminable passage, for example, the al-

 ways already given critical recognition that no sense is simple- one must still

 set afoot or adrift, always again, according to a practice that would be - to use

 an old language, as paleonymy, ultratranscendentaU that the transcendental

 is not, and can never be, a position; or, it is only position, always partial

 and hence nonsimple, and finds its possibility only by way of that which is

 otherwise and thereby (that is, as always otherwise) allows its articulations

 (Derrida 1976, 6o-62ff). Ihis is to say, if there is parallax, there can never be

 only one. And, the unresolvability of parallax will have always been a remain-

 der of the only fundamental possibility of imagination, understanding, and

 hope. The maintenance of such parallax, as we are elaborating it here, the

 thought of the double, is precisely the responsibility of practice as thought.

 What meaning does this passage through the references to Kant and
 Karatani have for us, or what can such mean, in the horizon of the ensemble

 of problematics crisscrossing, as some possible impossible whole, the essays

 of this special issue?

 Let us turn, byway of conclusion, and translate this discussion of parallax

 in the direction of the thought of Du Bois, leaving aside and open for future

 considerations- that of others as well as our own- much remainder. I take

 recourse first to Du Bois s signal thought of "a sense of double consciousness"

 that took shape within a certain formation of subjectivation- as a "Negro"

 and an "American," within a certain historicity, the turn to the twentieth

 century- and the critical capacity it allows, a kind of "second sight" in that

 world, namely that "American world," in which it arose:

 After the Egyptian and Indian, the Greek and Roman, the Teuton and

 Mongolian the Negro is a sort of seventh son, born with a veil, and gifted

 with second-sight in this American world,- a world which yields him no true
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 self-consciousness, but only lets him see himself through the revelation of the

 other world. It is a peculiar sensation, this double-consciousness, this sense

 of always looking at ones self through the eyes of others, of measuring ones

 soul by the tape of a world that looks on in amused contempt and pity. One

 ever feels his two-ness, - an American, a Negro; two souls, two thoughts, two

 unreconciled strivings; two warring ideals in one dark body, whose dogged

 strength alone keeps it from being torn asunder. The history of the American

 Negro is the history of this strife, - this longing to attain self-conscious man-

 hood, to merge his double self into a better and truer self. In this merging he

 wishes neither of the older selves to be lost. He would not Africanize America;

 for America has too much to teach the world and Africa. He would not bleach

 his Negro soul in a flood of white Americanism, for he knows that Negro

 blood has a message for the world. He simply wishes to make it possible for

 a man to be both a Negro and an American, without being cursed and spit

 upon by his fellows, without having the doors of Opportunity closed roughly

 in his face. (Du Bois 1903, 3-4)

 Should we not recognize Du Bois s formulation on "the meaning of being black

 at the dawning of the Twentieth Centuryf as he puts it in the "forethought"

 of his 1903 book, The Souls of Black Folk- a. form of "seeing oneself through

 the eyes of the other world"- as addressing in its own manner the horizon

 of question that Kant broached in his 1766 ruminations on metaphysics

 (with Europe awash with the heights of the beneficence arising from a then

 three-centuries-old Atlantic slave trade, for example [Du Bois 1903, vii, 3])?

 And too, should we not see within the movements of Du Bois s discourse of

 a "second sight"- a form of parallax, or better, a movement of "pronounced

 parallaxes," as Kant put it, but here shaded "darkly as through a veil"- that

 allowed Du Bois to open a critical thought not just on an "American world"

 of the turn to the last century, but rather on the whole trajectory of modern

 historicity, especially including its epistemic gathering, in which a critical

 production such as Kants (and Marx s too) could arise, which yielded for
 Du Bois the theoretical intervention of his own elaboration across some six

 subsequent decades, a discourse of a global-level "problem of the color line"

 emerging over the half-dozen centuries before our own and remaining at
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 stake within our moment for those yet to come (Du Bois 1903, 3, 8; 1900;

 2012b)?12

 For, indeed, it was this double and redoubled sense of critical perspective

 that allowed Du Bois to think otherwise than an alignment with a dominant

 Europe or a strident and precipitative America, and prophetically as it were,

 with regard to Asia- not only Japan, but China, and India, Korea, and the

 rest- as a whole. Indeed, finally, Du Bois proposed to narne the possibility

 of an Asian future as other than that bequeathed by the West. For was it

 not, indeed, his sense of the possibility of another world, a future different

 than what that West had made it in the past, that gave the bias, the critical

 edge to Du Bois s sense of world history astride the years following the First

 World War, and before the Second World War had fully announced itself?

 The neutrality of a certain liberalism- a kind of Kantianism (whether self-

 reflexively understood by the thinkers in question or not), if you will- is

 not presumed within Du Boiss practice. Nor can the putative universalism

 of a certain Marxism be simply granted by his reflection. While remaining

 otherwise than a naive realism, according to Du Boiss practice, there is no

 way into and through our sense of historicity than its production of what is

 at stake for us here and now- even despite or otherwise than any hope we
 maintain about the future.13

 For, in this path of reflection, Du Bois s itinerary of the double, or a new

 theoretical sense of critical parallax, the practice of thought does not arrive at

 a unanimous or common understanding of difference as a simple formation.

 Yet, neither is it an account of a mode of "parallelism" to or within various

 forms of limit within modernity, nor a contra-version or "counter" formation

 of the same; and less still is it a simple "duality" (Chandler 1993).14 Along with

 the feints and dissimulations that attend its emergence, its yield remains as

 both a problem and a critical resource (two ways of formulating the same

 matter)- of existence and thought as practice. In turn, its problematic status,

 that is, its partiality, is precisely the source of its generativity. It must always

 reference the more than one or affirm such as its futurai historicity. And, in

 only an apparent paradox, this partiality is precisely its way of acceding to

 a sense of possibility (rather than simply a given whole or idea of totality),

 that in its reception of the heterogeneity of originary irruption is both more
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 radical and more fundamental than the long-standing dominant avatars of

 freedom and universality. It is both of, but remains always an exorbitance to,

 all senses of limit within the given that makes it possible. It will thus have

 always remained a radical order of name for the general possibility of the

 historicity in which and according to which it could be announced.

 And, further, for example, by way of theoretical metaphor, Du Boiss

 thought of the double can be understood to announce the irruption of a

 certain "pronounced parallax," which reveals irreversibly, in turn, that within

 the very possibility of seeing there is not now, nor has there ever been, any

 sustainable way of claiming or maintaining a supposed prior or ultimate

 order of simple or pure sight. Or, that is to say, sight can arise only according

 to a certain distribution of shading, or shadow, hue, and color.

 Perhaps I would not be remiss in theoretically recognizing, for example,

 in the voice as well as the words of Kõya Nomuras contribution to this

 special issue, the operation- as just one example among our collective dis-

 course herein- of something like Du Bois s sense of "second sight," certainly

 within the horizon of contemporary Japan, but also with regard to the United

 States by way of its military presence within the situation of Okinawa and

 the Pacific region. For Nomura in his resolute challenge to the dominant

 sensibility of the condensation of the American military presence within

 Japan and within Okinawa- and in all truth the superb scopic intervention

 of Shimabuku, as well- simultaneously names the past colonial root and

 the roots of a new future within the historical present. If you will, such clar-

 ity has opened most precisely within the dynamic movement of a sense of

 "double consciousness"- but not only on the terms of an historic inscription

 of the Ryûkyû Islands in the south within Japan (which should also always

 recall for us today the late-nineteenth-century colonization of the island of

 Hokkaido in the north), but too of their situation within the horizon of the

 United States.

 But, there is more: for the implication of the possibility of "double-

 consciousness" has always at least (yet never only) two sides. That is to say,

 matters Okinawan are constitutive not only of those understood or called

 by that name today, but of matters "Japanese" in general, and on its lower

 registers, as Ralph Ellison once put it in another context, perhaps it speaks
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 the name "American" as well. And the pertinence of that double- or always

 redoubled sight- bore down in the aftermath of the historic elections of 2009

 (in which for the first time in the postwar era, a new party was given the

 mandate to govern the state of Japan) upon the whole frame of a supposed

 national sense (and its inseparable international double) as the inability of the

 leadership of the country to maintain the profundity of such a necessary way

 of seeing- that is to say, to see Okinawa as exemplary of contemporary Japan

 and its futures- showed perhaps that the sense of "self" (or sense of Japan)

 that guided that leadership remained too simple to fully address the historic

 future that makes Japan Okinawan today. For in the end, perhaps the concern

 of that leadership had been more about asserting a sense of the sovereignty of

 the Japanese state over and against that of the American state, as exemplified

 in the distribution of the latter s military bases within the archipelago.

 Yet, this historic two-step, the contra-puntal rhythms of which date back

 to the denouement of the great Pacific War and the two decades following

 the U.S. occupation of Japan, can be recognized from another, or better,

 other, senses of self. For, within the torsion of the American military pres-

 ence in Okinawa and Japan, there has also appeared a sense, a new sense, of

 possible ways of being (which, in historial capacity, can implicate all senses

 of the social and at all levels of historic generality of the horizon named by

 these references).15 Can one be, for example, Okinawan-African-American-

 Japanese? In brief, the answer is something like this: I, we, will have always

 been such. And perhaps one need not nominalize further, for it would remain

 within the terms of our existing sense of possibility.

 Yet, I must remark a kind of "red ray" that flashed across my own vision-

 amidst my reflections on the possibilities that a certain Afro-Asian future, as

 some have recently proposed to call it, might bring in the twenty-first century

 (Du Bois 1975b, 67). I sat in the audience at the moment of the rising clamor

 of the Futenma military base issue (of the placement of United States mili-

 tary bases within Japan) as one of three or four discernibly dark faces among

 perhaps nearly two thousand or so persons in the famed Suntory Hall in

 Tokyo in November 2009, as Barack Obama (with whom I share friends born

 on the African continent from his university days in California) proclaimed

 himself the first "Pacific Rim President." Although I cannot recall whether or
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 not there was applause upon his declaration, and one cannot but remark on

 the political value that could be sought by such a statement, it remains that

 over the ensuing days, weeks, and months, there was a deafening silence in

 the response of the Japanese leadership. Yet, from within the audience, as a

 student of the work of Du Bois (and while working on the preparation of this

 special issue), I thought: "Well, I am a scholar of the work of the first African

 American thinker of the trans-Pacific!" And it had already occurred to me

 that this President had likely read Du Bois early on in his intellectual and

 political formation (as has almost every major African and African Ameri-

 can political figure since the early years of the twentieth century, including

 Martin Luther King Jr. and Nelson Mandela, for example), but the thought

 returned at that moment with a rather baffling chill. For, quite apart from

 this self-referential thought (but likely possibility), I had upon arrival at the

 event experienced the ruses of a hegemonic sense of social profiling within

 Japan, or perhaps the United States, or both.

 For, having been told along with all other guests upon my entry into

 the hall as part of a non-diplomatic-staff group of attendees, that I could sit

 freely within a certain section of the cavernous auditorium, as I sought a seat

 with the best possible view, a young svelte Japanese usher-woman with an

 impassive face adorned by a head-set and mouth-piece who had been quietly

 watching the guests filing in and choosing seats, suddenly took two or three

 steps toward me from somewhat behind me and to the side and then almost

 shouted to me in English with a sharp insistence (such that most people

 within my section could hear loudly and clearly) that I "musť sit in seat num-

 ber "LC3-4 and nowhere else." It was a seat quite some rows back from those

 I had been contemplating, and not the end-of-the-row seating that I would

 have preferred. Deciding to observe the process rather than directly challenge

 it, I took the middle seat (barely fitting into its overly narrow girth- which is

 in fact normative enough for many people, including younger people born in

 Japan- with my knees sharp against the seat in front of me, due to the shallow-

 ness of the rows). Shortly thereafter, a youthful looking man, of quite indistinct

 but normal dress and well-cared-for coif, perhaps in his late twenties, entered

 and proceeded to do as I had done and as others were doing (of persons of sev-

 eral visible phenotypes, who appeared to me as, for example, Asian, perhaps
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 Japanese, European or European American, and so forth- and of both visible

 genders), that is, searching for the best available seat, was directed in the same

 manner as I had been. His phenotype reminded me most of a person of either

 South Asian or Middle-Eastern family background. Throughout the next hour

 and a half, he persisted in quite vocally asking "Why me? Why not others?"

 to all within earshot, with barely a minute or two respite- except during

 Obamas actual speech- including our carefully orchestrated exit en masse ,

 but almost by single file, from our section of the hall. (And he, apparently, did

 not know that I had indeed, as one of the first few and the only other one in

 our section of several hundred folks, endured the same sharp indignity.) For

 me, on the other hand, I noted what I thought was President Obama scanning

 the audience, perhaps looking for a "dark" or "black" face or two (I had been

 able to note less than five) and holding his gaze for a split-second, it seemed

 to me, in the direction of my far-away seat, before he began to speak. (And so

 it must be said that although I can get a taxi in the Ginza in Tokyo, unlike the

 upper-east side in Manhattan, I will almost certainly at this time in history

 experience a kind of visual discomfort in seeking to hear the president of my

 native country- a person of some color- speak in the most famous hall in

 that still new capital city, even if my presence is by invitation).

 Given that he is the still adoring son of an anthropologist who worked in

 Asia and dedicated much of her own professional life to enabling the poor

 of Indonesia byway of her scholarship, one might imagine that the Japanese

 leadership, especially one proposing a new party leadership, could have

 claimed the possible capital of a possible special relation with an American

 president who presented himself (whether or not he thought so privately) as

 in common with them in their commonness with what may go by the name of

 the trans-Pacific domain as a kind of whole in relation. The problem was in

 their own sense of "them" -an idea of singularity in relation to and not as

 part of such a "them."

 Yet, more profoundly still, what would a Japanese leadership today think

 of a figure such as Du Bois, who had been received almost as a representative

 of state some three quarters of a century ago and who precisely proposed

 that Japan think of itself as part of the "them" in question?

 And too, what would most persons who might call themselves Japanese

 today think of what they might share with me?
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 For, just over a year and a half prior, less than 24 hours after my return

 to Japan- a country in which I then resided and held a top-level appoint-

 ment within my university- from a three-month visiting professorship at a

 prestigious private university in California, I had been physically assaulted

 with intended crippling force on a busy commuter train platform at just past

 Noon. Although no one came to my aid during the time of the attack (but

 a well-dressed, late-twenty-something youngish man, perhaps Japanese, ap-

 proached and asked me shortly afterward if I was okay), it did not succeed.

 My assailant, a 6o-something, somewhat deranged man, by all accounts,

 apparently born and raised in Japan, and who issued racial and antiforeign

 expletives nonstop in the presence of railway personnel for about thirty min-

 utes at the local commuting train station where the attack occurred before

 the regular police arrived (and who almost escaped custody by the carefully

 passive laxity with which he was allowed to veer toward the exit gates of the

 train station where the assault occurred) was released in the company of

 his mother after something less than 60 minutes. Whereas I, on the other

 hand, was interrogated ( first under the premise that I had been the attacker),

 asked to return to the train track platform and assume the position I was in

 at the moment of attack and suddenly photographed several times on that

 spot, while being peppered with questions, and subsequently pressured by

 the two policemen who responded to the call not to press charges against

 my attacker- for well over two and a half hours. After which time, I had

 finally succeeded- with the fortuitous assistance of two colleagues, one a

 young Japanese-born woman and another a Canadian-born man perhaps ten

 years younger than me, the latter with some ancestry from both Japan and

 France, respectively- in insisting that a full report be taken, with my written

 statement in English in full supplied to them on the spot. The next day, a local

 policeman showed up at the front door of my home, which was far from the

 locale of the attack itself and far from where it had been reported, as part of

 a "normal" visit (nominally as part of a routine practice by the local koban to

 personally introduce themselves to households in their neighborhood)- but

 in this case, in fact, to check my credentials of residence- something that

 had never happened before and has not happened since.16

 All of this was in my mind, as I heard the president of my natal country,

 of my generation and educational background, proclaim not only an alliance
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 with the state of Japan, but too, a certain sense of solidarity with the country s

 modern history, with Japanese people, and with Asian people and countries

 in the Pacific region, sitting amidst a couple of thousand persons in Tokyo,

 among whom I doubted there would be many who could share the sense that

 he proposed to claim, of some perspective that would be at once and given in

 the voice of the first person, American, perhaps "Negro" or "Black" or "African,"

 perhaps Asian, and Japanese.

 Yet, despite all such denials, there is such a sense of possibility- and

 it too is within or from, both of and about, Japan. Indeed, such are the ar-

 ticulations that are adduced in this special issue- in the work of Russell,

 Nomura, Shimabuku, Ryang, and Yamashiro- and the horizons to which it

 gives reference, including the still dynamic thought of one W. E. B. Du Bois

 on Japan, China, and Asia. And there is an archive, deposited across that

 modern period, especially since the great wars of the midpoint of the last

 century, registering another such possible sense, in all its diversity, of self and

 other, of friend and enemy, and of the rights of citizenship. It is to the marks

 of this latter historicity, as well as that often unacknowledged but still more

 exposed form of sociality just noted above in the first person, that we must

 attune our sight, or better, an always redoubled sight.

 But if this is so, it remains that maintenance of the sense of the double, of

 a critical parallax, offers a caution as well for our understanding of the sense

 of Japan that held Du Bois s attention. And it gave me some sense of traction

 during my experience in Tokyo in the autumn of 2009. Whereas in the face

 of a dogmatic claim of the absolute- of its sovereign authority to lay claim

 to the planet as such- as the West had practiced it through the first half of

 the twentieth century, Du Bois insisted on the right of a counter-unity. And,

 paradoxically, we have not yet escaped from such dilemma. For us, yet- in

 a critical inheritance of that dynamic challenge- we must recognize therein

 not so much the proclaimed unity of such historial counter-profile, but rather

 the dynamic of possibility that has always challenged, from within, if you will,

 the limits of such claims. Here, we can annotate an open-ended chain of

 such multiple references: in addition to the coming senses of Okinawa, to a

 global horizon of matters "Japaneser to Korea(n)(s) in Japan, to the different

 possibilities of a refraction of "blackness" within or as matters Japanese, and
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 indeed, a new sense of the meaning of home and the immigrant (this latter of

 which, I will diacritically mark here as - the colors of labor power- that po-

 tential of discovering new ways of being, of remaking being). Such persistent

 operations of a sense of the double, of a second sight, of a critical parallax

 can assist us in both recalling and affirming the sense of hope that Du Bois

 held for Japan (and therein for Asia, including notably a certain China), and

 yet recognize our own necessity to follow that affirmation beyond the limits

 of its historic past and pose to it the challenge of its futurai history.

 It may be understood, then, that it is in this sense that we can maintain

 the value of Du Bois s proposition of a certain "second sight," a new parallax,

 a way of critical seeing, as an affirmation of possibility: another sense, or

 senses, of world, including another sense of Japan. Opening as a kind of 4 un-

 hopeful hope"- as Du Bois had put it with regard to China almost a century

 ago- one may still yet imagine a new organization of world or worlds that

 has not yet been. Of necessity, such can retrospectively be understood to

 emerge only through the terrible trial by fire of the modern organization of

 problem since the fateful year of 144217- the event of the first purchase of

 Africans on the northern coast of West Africa and the reselling of them in

 Lisbon, the capital of Portugal (the journey of which was a stage in the previ-

 ous nearly three-centuries-long search for a sea route to the trading products

 of India, and thence to China, and Japan, and "the south seas")- through to

 the moments of the eruption of the two World Wars and the great Pacific

 War. For the stranger has always already knocked at the gate. Yet, within

 their passage, apprehended prospectively, a certain way of seeing, a kind of

 sight that is at least but never only double, might allow us to remark on
 another traversal- here, that which we have maintained under the name

 "trans-Pacific" - according to which one recognizes within their historicity

 the general possibility of the global-level historicity that remains yet to come . Let

 me say all too briefly: why not call it the "black horizon," the "new worlds of

 color," or even (if we think it as a name for the human in general) an "African

 future," as well as an "Asian century"? Or perhaps we should simply remark

 on it as the centuries of color to come? (For in all truth, the myth is that there

 are people without color. Or, within critical thought, there has remained

 the myth that there are ways of seeing without "color.") In this way perhaps
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 we are led to new ways of sighting and seeing both old and new shores, of

 announcing the one in the other and the other in the one, of tracking the

 futurai past in that which remains yet to come. It is my hope that this issue

 participates in maintaining this possibility.

 NOTES

 i. Denise Ferreira da Silvas path-breaking work, recently published, on the status of

 a sense that we now often configure as "global" (according to various theoretical

 dispositions) is apposite here. Silva formulates such sense- elaborating the

 production of the idea of "global space"- as an engagement of a quite practical sense

 of horizon beyond any local generality that arose across the past half-millennium

 within the production of a modern imperialism that was at once epistemic, political,

 and economic. Its implication is precisely the formation of our historical present on

 a planetary scale (Ferreira da Silva 2007). In my reading her work can be considered

 proximate to the concerns of W. E. B. Du Bois's thought of a global-level "problem of
 the color line."

 2. lhe work of Louise Young, widely and justly given such high regard, on the

 implication of the colonization of Manchuria by Japan for the production of modern

 Japan as a whole during the pivotal decade and a half from the 1930s to the end of

 the Second World War may be understood as an astute scholarly address of one

 example of a much larger historical implication, not only for Japan, but in the larger

 world historical horizon (Young 1998). It may be proposed that the matter is not only

 the older formulation of "the empire strikes back," but a formulation that deepens

 and specifies it, perhaps more fundamentally: once you have announced yourself as

 the stranger knocking at the gate, what you have hitherto called home has ceased to

 belong only to you.

 3. Three pioneering international conferences in the early part of the previous decade

 were organized by Ronald K. Richardson through the auspices of the program in

 African American Studies at Boston University, in Boston, Massachusetts, under the

 respective titles: "Blacks and Asians: Encounters Through Time and Space," April

 12-14, 2002; "Blacks and Asians in the Making of the Modern World: A Conversation

 Across Fields," April 11-13, 2003; and "Race, Nation, and Ethnicity in the Afro-Asian

 Century? April 9-10, 2004.

 4. Whereas in a previous special issue of CR (6:3) some of the essays from the 2006

 conference were presented, an additional paper from that conference by John G.

 Russell (which was the opening keynote for that year), a leading scholar of matters

 pertaining to the relation of African Americans or "blackness" in general to Japan,
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 is brought forth here for the first time. The additional essays were brought together

 for this issue on the basis of its emergent problematic as such unfolded across

 those two conferences in combination with the archival retrieval of the previously

 unpublished texts by Du Bois, which are published for the first time in this special

 issue. In addition, a bibliography of Japanese scholars writing on matters African

 American prepared by Koji Takenaka (his commentary on this topos provided the

 opening keynote for the second conference, in 2007; and see endnote 6), noted below

 in this introduction, and several other essays from the 2007 conference are also being

 prepared for publication.

 5. I thank Koji Takenaka of Tohoku University for a first translation, from Japanese into

 English, of the 1994 essay by Takemoto on Du Bois and Japan on my behalf in the

 spring of 2006 (Takemoto 1994b).

 6. This bibliography and commentary were to be included in this special issue, but

 as the research progressed it became clear that for reasons of space, it could not

 properly be presented here. However, it is our hope that the annotated bibliography

 can soon be brought fully into print and made available to scholars throughout the

 world. And without such a resource, it is doubtful that I could have begun to find my

 way- such as it is so far- across this discourse.

 7. In this latter sense, the essays included in this special issue participate in this

 ongoing and still emergent discussion, the development of which can only be partially

 indicated here with a few examples from the literature in English (Koshiro 1999;

 2003; 2006; Home 2001; 2002; 2004; 2007; Widener 2003; 2008; Edwards 2003; Onishi

 2004; 2007; 2009; Mullen 2004a; McFerson 2006; Raphael-Hernandez and Steen 2006;

 Okihiro 2006; Ho 2006; Kramer 2006; Prashad 2007; Ho and Mullen 2008; Kurashige

 2008; Steen 2010). One should note, as well, an earlier ensemble of references (Dower

 1986; Inada 1992; 2000; Allen Jr. 1994; 1995; Lipsitz 1997; Wood 1997; Shimazu 1998;

 Kelley and Esch 1999; Patterson and Kelley 2000; Fujitani, White, and Yoneyama 2001).

 8. These include several within the horizon of the debate within Japan cited above

 (Kearney 1995b; Takemoto 1994b; 1999a; Nakamura 2005a). But it also notably includes

 several from the United States context (Lewis 2000, 388-412, 461-62; 2002; Gallicchio

 2000; Mullen 2004b; 2005).

 9. That is to say, what if (as I suggest elsewhere and at some length; for example, in the

 essay cited in the subsequent note) the "problem" at stake in Du Bois s formulation

 is something other than what we might call matters of "race"- but addresses instead

 all manner of modern productive proscriptions? And with this diacritical reference, I

 propose to enjoin precisely- on the terms of another parallax within this horizon-

 some of the best of the most recent scholarship on the horizon of Japans imperial and

 colonial projections of the late nineteenth and early twentieth century (Park 2005;

 Driscoll 2010).

 10. In an extended notation from a companion text to this introduction, from which I

 have drawn certain themes and formulations, I engage in a further direct critique of

 the American context of this discussion.

 11. Historian Bruce Cumings may be understood to have been at the inception of
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 this current recollection of the thought of parallax for an engagement with the

 historicity of modern Asia and the trans-Pacific, with specific reference to the

 complex historicity of the Korean peninsula (Cumings 1999; 2009). Yet in a certain

 sense, Yukiko Koshiro practiced this disposition without such a name in her own

 reading of the interrelated sense of race practiced in the Pacific horizon by both

 the United States and Japan, and directly proposed this metaphor in critically

 addressing the work of Gerald Home (which the latter presented as a narrative of the

 sense of race in the Pacific during the interwar period and during the Pacific War

 and the Second World War) (Koshiro 1999; 2006; Home 2004). Parenthetically, the

 character of my relation to the work of Home (a long-standing scholar of Du Bois s

 itinerary and political practice), simultaneously profoundly affirmative and yet at a

 distinct distance, should become discernible over the course of the remainder of this

 introduction.

 12. The text wherein Du Bois first announced the formulation of the thought, "the

 problem of the twentieth century is the problem of the color line" in that form, his

 presidential address to the third annual meeting of the American Negro Academy in

 December 1899- seven months before the first historic Pan-African conference in July

 1900, the statement of which is derived from the December 1899 discourse- should

 stand as the first order of reference for his thought here. The initial publication was

 poorly edited and has remained difficult to retrieve in full in its original form. I have

 re-edited and annotated the text as part of a forthcoming collection of Du Bois s

 early essays (Du Bois 2012b). In addition, see his 1945 text Color and Democracy :

 Colonies and Peace (Du Bois 1975a). And, I reference in principle and in general here,

 throughout this introduction, the closing chapter of my forthcoming monograph, The

 Problem of Pure Being, which offers an extended consideration of the December 1899

 essay (Chandler, n.d.).

 13. I reference here the work of two scholars, for example, as a liberal disposition in

 the criticism of Du Bois s thought on a world-historical horizon, Lewis (2000) and

 Gallicchio (2000); and likewise, I note two exemplary scholars of a left-disposition,

 Home (2004) and Mullen (2005).

 14. For all appearances, oriented toward Slavoj Žižek s appropriation of Karantani s

 suggestive intervention, Michael Hardt and Antonio Negri propose a critique of what

 they term a certain "parallelism" of political problematics- of the classic sort, as

 in class, race, gender, labor, and so forth- in revolutionary struggle (Žižek 2006, 17,

 362; Hardt and Negri 2009, 325-44). Yet, the misapprehension of the global order

 of the problematic is mistaken perhaps within both of these discourses: a parallax

 is something quite other than a parallel, and not only in theory. Likewise, a sense

 of a "counter" modernity, as it was proposed a half-generation ago in the discourse

 of Paul Gilroy, may yet still not recognize the historically constitutive character,

 according to Du Bois, precisely of the irruption of the problem of the color line

 as both limit and possibility, in the rendering of modernity as such (Gilroy 1993).

 And still, proximate to a path that I would profoundly affirm of a thought beyond

 the traditional concept of contradiction within a dialectics marked by a heritage
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 through Karl Marx from the thought of G. W. F. Hegel in the extraordinary projection

 of Fredric Jameson, it remains that what Du Bois has proposed as a thought of the

 double should be understood otherwise than a sense of "duality" (for there is no

 stability of any term, or even the movement of the double in general, for it is certainly

 never only double even in the instance) (Jameson 2009, 219-20). It is my sense that

 distinctively here, Jameson might well affirm this proposition, if understood by way

 of Du Bois s practice. As such, indeed, Du Bois s projection and indefatigable political

 practice across almost a century of decades, announced a disposition that should in

 all propriety be understood as a general form of critical intervention: a proposition of

 the possibility of the new as non-simple, and hence never final, as such. On this latter

 thought, consider thus Jamesons sense of an "archaeology of the future" (Jameson

 2005).

 15. Perhaps a nominalization and retrieval of such sense can be recognized in the

 ongoing initiative of Yuichiro Onishi on Okinawa (Onishi 2004; 2007; 2009); and it

 can be recognized within the lineaments of the work of Chisato Hotta by way of an

 acute parallax that proposes to configure the twentieth-century history of Koreans

 in Osaka and African Americans in Chicago into a complex vision of an interwoven

 historiographical problematic (Hotta 2005).

 16. I note too that I had been personally requested by the acting dean (and thus indirectly

 both by the acting president of the institution, who had been its founding president,

 and by the chairman of its board, a hereditary figure) to return from California and

 conduct the spring "opening ceremony" of my division (one of two major ones) within

 the university, in which I would stand in place of the dean (which position was filled

 only on an interim basis at the time)- a quite high honor, I had been told. It was

 a duty that I had in fact carried out less than two hours prior to the attack. Hence,

 although technically I was still traveling on official business on behalf of my then

 home institution, the attack was never formally acknowledged by its leadership or

 faculty at any level. And, among the faculty of my campus, with the sole exception

 of a brand new staff member who happened to pass by the scene of the event, not

 one colleague born and raised domestically inquired about the attack or expressed

 concern for my well-being, then or at any time since the event. (With only one

 question- "Was he Japanese?"- interjected by a senior Japanese woman colleague

 born and raised in Japan, immediately following my report of the incident to my

 immediate divisional faculty colleagues in meeting. With only silence following my

 answer, "Yes, he was.")

 17. This date- neither inside nor outside modernity, neither inside nor outside modern

 imperial colonialism, neither inside nor outside the advent of a European "world

 economy? neither inside nor outside the emergence of capitalism as a formation- is

 consistently, if not systematically, adduced by Du Bois, especially in his work of the

 turn to the twentieth century (for example, the 1904 essay, "The Development of

 a People"), as a fundamental and unfungible historical reference with conceptual

 implication for any theorization of modern history on a planetary scale (Du Bois 1904;

 Du B0is20i2a; Lach 1965, 50-58; Galvão 1731, 23; 1601, 27). Here, then, it must be said
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 that- in the most fundamental theoretical sense- the long historicity, and indeed,

 something more fundamental than just the passages of history, entailing the radical

 order of the paradoxes of the question of essence, shall we say, goes unremarked or

 is given only a remark in much contemporary critical discussion, still, such as that

 of Karatani, or Žižek, or Hardt and Negri, as noted above in note 14: it is always

 ultimately positioned therein as derivative.
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